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Mr. Cenkner, explaining that "Marist is a very friendly family with a great atmosphere." Then, with a lot of humor he continued... I have come to know Marist better even through the stories of some of my friends.

In the future, Father Cenkner plans to spend more time in the Archives and with students, where he can explore the rich history of the university and interact with students in a more informal setting.

Despite some initial concerns, Father Cenkner is optimistic about the future of Marist College and hopes to continue to build upon its legacy of education and service.

LETTERS

MARCH FOR FREEDOM

By Mike McDonald

Judy Walsh, Chair of the Committee for victory in Vietnam, announced plans for a rally to be held at the Marist College Theatre on the evening of Monday, November 18.

Speakers at the rally supporting the United States position in Vietnam will be: Mr. George H. W. Bush; the Director of the Peace Institute; the President of the United States; and the Secretary of Defense.

In addition, Mr. Walsh also announced the possibility of including some state student veterans of Vietnam as speakers.

MARCH FOR FREEDOM is just part of the work of the Student's Committee. In Cooper-542
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ST. PETERS
Yards Rushing—9 Yds. in 42 car.
Yards Passing — 154 Yds.
Total Offense — 163 Yds.
Passes Attempted — 17
Passes Completed — 13
Fumbles Lost — 3
Interceptions — 0
Penalties — 90 Yds.
First Downs — 11
Punts — 7 for 22.8 Yd. Ave.

MARIST
Yards Rushing—81 Yds. in 37 car.
Yards Passing — 77 Yds.
Total Offense — 156 Yds.
Passes Attempted — 11
Passes Completed — 5
Fumbles Lost — 2
Interceptions — 1
Penalties — 5
First Downs — 7
Punts — 4 for 47 Yd. Ave.

Football Fans

By Bro. William Kawka

We would preoccupy ourselves with football fans, the most extraordinary people, perhaps, which the world will ever know. These people, who are enthusiastic, who display such exhilaration, who willingly and wholeheartedly give their financial support by purchasing tickets to sit in the chilling cold and watch a contest, know what they are doing. To be a football fan demands a rare combination of will power, sensitivity, and the ability to appreciate the theoretical integrated to the real. We regret that these qualities do not have, however, the basic quality which characterizes football fans—guts. There is nothing more penurious than indifference, and if a person is interested in becoming a football fan, and if he exhibits apathy, it is better for that person to acquire a liking for other less vibrant and more sedate contests, such as croquet, or checkers, or perhaps, horseshoes.

The haphazard falling of the leaves, and the parabolic rising of a football bring football fans to life. A cheerleader’s graceful moves coupled to a halfback’s perfect run can electrify them. The joy the people in a stadium manifest when the home team wins outweighs the woe a field encounters when the home team loses—because, after a loss, there is the future, while after a win, there is the present.

It seems as if only select portions of society, the educated, the professional, the disciplined are football fans. We are here faced with another paradox of humanity. On a theoretical plane, membership in the club of football fans is not limited. It never has been limited. It never will be limited to one structure of society. Football fans crisscross every walk of life: no one occupation accounts for all of them; no one occupation accounts for none of them. All are football fans—the doctor of philosophy and the janitor of elevators, the Cardinal and the acolyte, the philosopher and the laborer.

Such are football fans. Irrationalism and a cold logic characterize them. Yet, when all circumstances are terminated, we do not hesitate to implore to them wisdom, fortitude, and distinction.

SPORT SLANTS BY BAUER

On October 18th, the Marist Cross-country team won its first shut-out victory of the season, 15-42, against the visiting team of Fairleigh Dickinson University. John Forbes led the team across the finish line, tying his newly set record of 26:31. Charlie Rhodes paced a fast second-place time of 27:13. The next three men to cross the line for Marist were John Goege (27:30), Bob Hatfield (26:10), and Brendan Burke (26:34).

On Wednesday, October 27th, Marist picked up its second defeat of the season. Southern Connecticut State was the victor, defeating the team by a score of 21-54.

The loss to Southern Conn. did not affect the morale of the team, which was demonstrated on October 30, at Van Cortland Park. The Marist team ran its way to victory in the Central Atlantic Conference Championships, defeating Monmouth and Bloomfield Colleges with an 18-51-73 score. John Forbes placed first with a time of 20:03, followed by Charlie Rhodes (20:24). Fourth place was taken by John Goege (21:11), fifth place by Bob Hatfield (21:45), and sixth place by Dan Kuffner (22:44). Jimmy Walsh, Brendan Burke, and Tom Beyers finished seventh, ninth, and fourteenth, respectively, out of a total of twenty-four runners.

The record stands at 9 wins and 8 losses. From this point in the season, the team will participate in two more meets, one against St. John’s College, and the other the NEAIA Conference Championships. The NEAIA, the eastern regionals, is an invitational meet. There are twenty-five schools that will attend the meet on November 13, at Monmouth College, in New Jersey. The course is predominately flat, and is 5.3 miles in length. It will be a real test for Marist’s runners, and the team hopes for a win to close off a highly successful season.

On Saturday, September 30, Marist’s three crew teams all won decisive victories over Iona, St. John’s, Fordham, and Holy Cross. By once again winning the trophy, Marist has repeated its achievement of last year.

In the Varsity race, Marist won by 3 boat lengths over Fordham and Holy Cross. The J.V. defeated Iona and St. John’s by 3 to 4 boat lengths and the Freshmen left little doubt as to who was going to win as they defeated Iona and St. John’s by 6 to 7 boat lengths. Marist’s second freshman boat actually placed third in that race.

In sizing up the opposition, Coach Arold said, “Fordham looked the best it has in years, and Holy Cross was greatly improved over last year also.” Mr. Arold anticipates trouble from Holy Cross in the spring.

All in all, Coach Arold attributes the tremendous performances to a “culmination of hard work on behalf of all 3 crews”. He said, “they followed their race plans and rowed excellent races.” He is well satisfied and says “the teams deserved to win.”